Tangential organization of the infragranular fiber plexus in rat cerebral cortex.
Cylindrical lesions (diameter 300-500 microns) were formed by poking needles into various parts of the cerebral cortex of adult albino rats. Degenerating axons were visualized in horizontal sections through the 'flattened' cortex using the silver impregnation method of Gallyas et al. [Stain Technol. 55: 291-297 (1980)] which stains degenerating axoplasm. The density and distribution of tangentially oriented axons were evaluated in the infragranular layers by TV image analysis. The sampling fields were concentrically arranged around the lesion at distances of 200, 400, 700 and 1,100 microns. The results indicate that the distribution patterns of degenerating (associational) axons covary with the cytoarchitectonic regions into which the lesions were placed. In the motor cortex, the majority of axons run in the antero-posterior direction. The density is generally lower around lesions in frontal regions than in parietal regions. The most extended degeneration was found around lesions near the border of or within the retrosplenial cortex, indicating an exceptionally strong internal connectivity in this area. Since only few degenerating axons were seen around lesions in the center of area 17, the high density of myelinated axons in the primary visual cortex seems to be due to fibers that originate in peristrate areas. It is concluded that the number and extension of fibers that degenerate tends to covary with some aspects of cortical architecture, but it is not area-specific.